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Descriptive Summary
Title: North coast farmer archive
Collection Number: Consult repository.
Creator/Collector: Swan, Deb
Extent: 15 boxes
Repository: Sonoma State University Library
Rohnert Park, California 94928
Abstract: Formerly the Sonoma Marin Farmer, the newspaper North Coast Farmer was published from July 1988 to January 1991, covering news of agricultural interest in Sonoma and Marin counties. First associated with the Sonoma Marin Farm Bureau, it was then published independently. The office files of the North Coast Farmer are arranged in 9 series; reference, advertisement art, advertisement, news archive, printed copy, financial records, correspondence, contracts and photographs.
Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research by appointment.
Publication Rights
The library can only claim physical ownership of the collection. Users are responsible for satisfying any claimants of literary property.
Preferred Citation
North coast farmer archive. Sonoma State University Library
Scope and Content of Collection
The records of the North Coast Farmer are arranged in 9 series: reference, advertisement art, advertisement, news archive, printed copy, financial records, correspondence, contracts and photographs. Researchers interested in agricultural topics involving Sonoma and Marin counties will be especially interested in the news archive series, which contains a clipping of each article published in the North Coast Farmer, arranged by subject, and the reference materials series, containing reference sources for many agricultural topics. The material, including the original newspaper issues, is all organized in 15 boxes.
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